An electron spin moving adiabatically m a strong, spatially nonuniform magnetic field accumulates a geo metnc phase or Berry phase, which might be observable äs a conductance oscillation m a mesoscopic rmg Two contradicting theones exist for how strong the magnetic field should be to ensure adiabaticity if the motion is diffusive To resolve this controversy, we study the effect of a nonuniform magnetic field on the spin polanzation and on the weak-locahzation effect The diffusion equation for the Cooperon is solved exactly Adiabaticity requires that the spm-precession time is short compared to the elastic scattermg time-it is not sufficient that it is short compared to the diffusion time around the rmg This strong condition severely comphcates the expenmental observation [80163-1829(99)10103-6] 
I. INTRODUCTION
The adiabatic theorem of quantum mechamcs implies that the final state of a particle that moves slowly along a closed path is identical to the initial eigenstate-up to a phase factor The Berry phase is a time-mdependent contnbution to this phase, depending only on the geometry of the path ' A simple example is a spm-1/2 m a lotating magnetic field B, where the Berry phase equals half the solid angle swept by B It was proposed to measure the Berry phase m the conductance G of a mesoscopic ring m a spatially rotating magnetic field 2 3 Oscillations of G äs a function of the swept solid angle were piedicted, similar to the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations äs a function of the enclosed flux 4 An impoitant practical diffeience between the two effects is that the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations exist at arbitianly small magnetic fields, whereas for the oscillations due to the Berry phase the magnetic field should be sufficiently strong to allow the spin to adiabatically follow the changing dnection Generally speaking, adiabaticity requnes that the piecession frequency ω Β is large compaied to the reciprocal of the chaiactenstic time scale t c on which B changes direction We know that ω ϋ = gμ E B/2fί, with g the Lande factor and μ-Β the Bohr magneton The question is, what is i c 9 In a ballistic ring there is only one candidate, the cncumfeience L of the i mg divided by the Fermi velocity v (For simplicity we assume that L is also the scale on which the field dnection changes) In a diffusive nng theie are two candidates the elastic scattermg time τ and the diffusion time r d aiound the ring They differ by a factoi r A /r~(LI/^) 2 , where / = υ r is the mean fiee path Smce, by defimtion, LS>/ m a diffusive system, the two time scales aie fai apait Which of the two time scales is the relevant one is still undei debate 5 Stern's ongmal proposal 3 was that (11)
is necessary to observe the Berry-phase oscillations For reahstic values of g this requires magnetic fields in the quantum Hall regime, outside the ränge of validity of the semiclassical theory We call Eq (11) the "pessimistic cntenon " In a later work, 6 Loss, Schoeller, and Goldbart (LSG) concluded that adiabaticity is reached already at much weaker magnetic fields, when i ι η 2 r Ι (12) This "optimistic cntenon" has motivated expenmentahsts to seaich foi the Berry-phase oscillations m disordered conductois, 7 and was invoked in a recent study of the conductivity of mesoscopic ferromagnets 8 In this paper, we reexarmne the sermclassical theory of LSG to resolve the controveisy
The Berry-phase oscillations in the conductance result fiom a penodic modulation of the weak-locahzation correction, and icquire the solution of a diffusion equation for the Cooperon propagator To solve this problem we need to considei the coupled dynamics of four spin degrees of freedom (The Coopei on has four spin mdices) To gam insight we fiist examine m See Π the simplei problem of the dynamics of a single spin variable, by studymg the randomization of a spin-polanzed election gas by a nonuniform magnetic field We stau at the level of the Boltzmann equation and then make the diffusion approximation We show how the diffusion equation can be solved exactly foi the first two moments of the polanzation The same procedure is used in See III to aiTive at a diffusion equation foi the Cooperon This equation comcides with the equation denved by LSG in the 0163-1829/99/59(3)/2102(9)/$15 00 PRB 59 2102 ©1999 The Amencan Physical Society where σ=(σ χ ,σ ν ,σ ί )ΐ5 the vectoi of Pauh matrices It is FIG l Schematic drawmg of a two dimensional electron gas m the spatially rotating magnetic field of Eq (2 1), with /= l weak-field regime ω Β τ< l, but is different m the strong-field regime ω Β τ& l We piesent an exact solution for the weaklocahzation conection and compaie with the findmgs of LSG Our conclusion both for the polanzation and for the weaklocahzation correction is that adiabaticity requires ω Β τ8>1 Regrettably, the pessimistic cntenon (l 1) is correct, m agreement with Stern's original conclusion The optimistic cnterion (l 2) advocated by LSG tums out to be the cntenon for maximal landomization of the spm by the magnetic field, and not the cntenon for adiabaticity
II. SPIN-RESOLVED TRANSMISSION

A. Formulation of the problem
Consider a conductor m a magnetic field B, contaming a disoidered segment (length L, mean fiee path / at Fermi velocity u) in which the magnetic field changes its direction An electron at the Fermi level with spm up (relative to the local magnetic field) is mjected at one end and reaches the other end What is the probability that its spm is up ? Foi simplicity we take for the conductoi a twodimensional electron gas (in the x-y plane, with the disordeied legion between x = 0 and x = L), and we ignore the cuivature of the electron tiajectones by the Lorentz force The problem becomes effectively one-dimensional by assuming that B depends on χ only We choose a rotation of B in the x-y plane, accordmg to 2-rrfx 2-irfx \ ---,.Bsin?7Sin---,Z?cos?7 , with 77 and / arbitrary parameters The geometry is sketched in Fig l We treat the orbital motion semiclassically, within the framework of the Boltzmann equation (This is justified if the Fermi wavelength is much smaller than / ) The spm dynamics requires a fully quantum mechanical treatment We assume that the Zeeman energy gμ R B is much smallei than the Feimi energy ^mv 2 , so that the orbital motion is mdependent of the spm We intioduce the piobabihty density Ρ(χ,φ,ξ,ί) for the electron to be at time t at position χ with velocity v = (υ cos φ,υ sin φ,Ο), m the spm state with spinor ξ = (£i .£2) The dynamics of ξ depends on the local magnetic field accoidmg to 
wheie we have assumed isotiopic scattenng (rate l/r (2 D ='
We look for a stationary solution to the Boltzmann equation, so the left-hand side of Eq (2 5) is zero and we omit the argument t of P A stationary flux of paiticles with an isotropic velocity distnbution is mjected at x = 0, their spms all ahgned with the local magnetic field (so χ 2 = 0 at x = Q) Without loss of geneiality we may assume that χ ι = l at χ = 0 No parücles are mcident fiom the othei end, at x = L Thus the boundary conditions aie if cos
This completes the formulation of the pioblem We compaie two methods of solution The first is an exact numencal solution of the Boltzmann equation usmg the Monte Cailo van LANGEN, KNOPS, PAASSCHENS, AND BEENAKKER PRB 59 method. The second is an approximate analytical solution using the diffusion approximation, valid for L>/*. We begin with the latter.
determines the denominator of Eq. (2.11).
To determine p we multiply Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) with
B. Diffusion approximation
The diffusion approximation amounts to the assumption X«Xß and integrale over c (recall that X l = + ic that P has a simple cosine-dependence on φ,
To determine the density N and current J we substitute Eq. Similarly, multiplication wilh cos φ before Integration gives
Thus we have a closed set of partial differential equations for the unknown functions N(x,c) and J(x,c). Boundary conditions are obtained by multiplying Eq. (2.6) with cos φ and integrating over φ:
We seek the spin polarization p = c\ + c\ -c\-c\ of the transmitted electrons, characterized by the distribution 
The mean polarization p is determined by J aß according to (2 5), the solid curves result from the diffusion approximation (2 7), and the dashed curves are the asymptotic formulas (2 20) and (2 27 
The second moment p 2 is determmed by
The numencal solution is plotted also in 2 , m which the piecession fiequency is so low that the spin remains in the same state duiing the entne diffusion piocess Foi (///L) 2 <Sa> B r< §/ the average polanzation reaches a plateau value close to zero with a finite vanance Foi a sufficiently nonumfoim field, /5ΐητ7 §>1, we find in this regime p = 0 and Vai p= 1/3, which means that the spin state is completely randomized The tiansient legime, the landomized regime, and the adiabatic legime are indicated m Fig 2 by the letteis A, B , and C
C. Comparison with Monte Carlo simulations
In oider to check the diffusion approximation we solved the füll Boltzmann equation by means of a Monte Carlo Simulation A paiticle is moved from x = 0 ovei a distance /! m the dnection φ { , then ovei a distance ^2 m the direction φ 2 , and so on, until it is reflected back to x = Q or transmitted to ;c = L The step lengths /, are chosen randomly fiom a Poisson distribution with mean / The directions φ [ are chosen umfoimly fiom [0,2-ττ], except foi the initial dilection φι, which is distributed occos^ The spin components aie given by (2 22a) Xz
To find p' 1 , one has to average (|^: 2 -\χ 2 2 )" over the transmitted particles. The results for L//'=25 are shown in Fig. 2 (data pomts). They agree very well with the results of the previous subsection, thus confirming the validity of the diffusion approximation for L//> l.
III. WEAK LOCALIZATION
A. Formulation of the problem
We turn to the effect of the nonuniform magnetic field on the weak-localization correction of a multiply connected system. We consider the same geometry äs in Fig. l , but now with periodic boundary conditions-to model a ring of circumference L. Only the effects of the magnetic field on the spin are included, to isolate the Berry phase from the conventional Aharonov-Bohm phase. As in the previous subsection, we assume that the orbital motion is independent of the spin dynamics. We follow LSG in applying the semiclassical theory of Chakravarty and Schmidt to the problem; however, we Start at the level of the Boltzmann equation-rather than at the level of the diffusion equation-and make the diffusion approximation at a later stage of the calculation.
The weak-localization correction AG to the conductance is given by
The Boltzmann operator B is given by
The propagator χ is a moment of the probability distribution Ρ(χ,φ,υ + ,υ~,ί),
that satisfies the Boltzmann equation
where τ φ is the phase coherence time and the diffusion coefficient D = vl/d m d dimensions. (In our geometry d = 2.) The "return quasiprobability" C(t) is expressed äs a sum over "Boltzmannian walks" R(r) with R(0) = R(r),
Here W[R(i)] is the weight of the Boltzmannian walk for a spinless particle. The 2X2 matrices t/ ± [R(i)] are defined by
(3.9)
The notation dU + or dU~ indicates the differential of the real and imaginary parts of the elements of the 2X2 matrix U + or U~ . We will write this in a more explicit way in the next subsection.
The Boltzmann equation (3.8) has the same form äs the one that we studied in See. II. The difference is that we have four times äs many internal degrees of freedom. Instead of a single spinor ξ we now have two spinor matrices U + and U" . A first doubling of the number of degrees of freedom occurs because we have to follow the evolution of both spin up and spin down. A second doubling occurs because we have to follow both the normal and the time-reversed evolution.
where COS 7] . Zvfx sin η sin ,,"
The Boltzmann equation (3.8) becomes, in a more explicit dJ a a s notation,
i,],k du lf (3.12) We now make the diffusion ansatz in the form die -ur Γ to the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations 4 (The D τ φ is the phase-coherence length ) In the ran-analogously length ]φ = domized regime (///L) 2 < §o> B T< §/ there aie no conductance oscillations Instead we find a reduction of the weak locahzation conection, due to dephasing by spm scattenng In the transient icgime ω Β τ<ξ(///Ζ,) 2 the effect of the field on the spm can be ignoied, 10 and the weak-localization coirection remains at its zeio-field value σϊ-Β(χ) σ 2 ], (3 24b) (3 24c) Heie σ ι and «r 2 act, icspectively, on the fiist and third mdices ot χ αβγδ
The diffeience between the diffusion equation (3 24 ) and the diffusion equation (3 15 ) is that Eq (3 24) holds only if ω Β τ<Ι1, while Eq (3 15) holds foi any value of ω Β τ LSG used Eq (3 24) to aigue that theie exists an adiabatic legion withm the icgime ω Β τ< §1 In contrast, oui analysis of Eq (3 15 ) shows that adiabaticity is not possible if ω Β τ<ξ l The aigument of LSG is based on a mappmg of the diffusion equation (3 24) onto the Schiodmgei equation studied in Ref 11 Howevei, the mappmg is not canied out explicitly In this subsection we will solve Eq (3 24) exactly usmg this mappmg, to demonstiate that the adiabatic legime of LSG is m fact the randomized legime B This misidentification perhaps occurred because both regimes aie stationary with respect to the magnetic-field stiength (cf Fig 2) However, Beny-phase oscillations of the conductance are only supported in the adiabatic legime C, not in the landomized legime B (cf Fig 3) We solve Eq (3 24) for the weak locahzation correction (325) wheie we mtroduced the basis of eigenstates χ,α,β) (with a,ß-± 1) of the position opeiatoi χ and the spm opeiatoi s σ, and σ 2 The opeiator Ή commutes with (3 26) It is therefore convenient to use äs a basis, instead of the eigenstates \x,a,ß), the eigenstates \j,a,ß) of J, a lz , and σ 2? The eigenvalue j of / is an integer because of the penodic boundary conditions The eigenfunctions are given by We abbreviated κ = 2ω Β τ(1/2π/) 2 and y=(L/2-nL (p ) 2 The sum overy can be done analytically for κί> l , with the result -32y/ 2 (l+cos277)] 1/2 ,
We have checked that our solution (3 29) of Eq (3 24) comcides with the solution of Eq (3 15) in the regime ω Β τ <ll (The two sets of cuives aie indistmguishable on the scale of Fig 3 ) In particular, Eq (3 30) comcides with the cuives labeled B in Fig 3, demonstratmg that it represents the randomized regime -without Berry-phase oscillations Recently 12 Loss, Schoeller, and Goldbait have reconsidered the condition for adiabaticity We agree on the equations [our exact solution (3 29) is then startmg point], but differ in the interpretations They interpiet our randomized regime B äs being the adiabatic regime and explam the absence of Berry-phase oscillations äs bemg due to the effects of field-mduced dephasing We reserve the name "adiabatic" foi regime C, because if the spin would follow the magnetic field adiabatically in regime B, it should not suffer dephasing
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have computed the effect of a nonuniform magnetic field on the spin polanzation (See II) and weak-locahzation correction (See III) m a disordered conductor We have identified three regimes of magnetic-field strength the transient regime w B T<S(///L) 2 , the randomized regime (///£) 2 <ξω Β τ<ί/, and the adiabatic legime ω Β τ>/ In the transient regime (labeled A m Figs 2 and 3) , the effect of the magnetic field can be neglected In the ran domized regime (labeled B), the depolanzation and the suppression of the weak-locahzation correction are maximal In the adiabatic regime (labeled C), the polanzation is restored and the weak-locahzation correction exhibits oscillations due to the Berry phase
The cntenon foi adiabaticity is w B i c ä> l, with ω Β the spin-precession frequency and t c a chaiactenstic timescale of \ the orbital motion We find i c = τ, in agieement with Stern, 3 but in contradiction with the result r c =r(L//) 2 of Loss, Schoeller, and Goldbart 6 By solving exactly the diffusion equation for the Cooperon denved m Ref 6, we have demonstiated unambiguously that the regime that m that paper was identified äs the adiabatic regime is in fact the randomized regime B-without Berry-phase oscillations
We have focused on transpoit properties, such äs conduc-/ ) tance and spin-iesolved transmission Thermodynamic pioperties, such äs the peisistent current, in a non-umform mag netic field have been studied by Loss, Goldbart, and (329) Balatsky 112 in connection with Berry-phase oscillations These papers assumed balhstic Systems We believe that the adiabaticity cntenon w B rg>l for disordered Systems should apply to thermodynamic properties äs well äs tiansport pioperties This stiong-field cntenon presents a pessimistic outlook foi the piospect of expenments on the Beny phase in disordered Systems
